
Reading Intervention with Mr Riley - Term 3 Week 7 

Hello everyone, 

Welcome to Week 7! Here are the activities I would like you to complete for me this 

week. 

Monday 

read Sleepy Sal 

complete Sleepy Sal Activities (worksheet) 

Tuesday 

 read Mike’s Pizza 

complete Mike’s Pizza Activities (worksheet) 

Wednesday 

read Going to the Football 

complete Going to the Football Activities (worksheet) 

Thursday 

reread Sant the Ant in Darwin 

complete Sant the Ant in Darwin Activities 1 (worksheet) 

Friday 

reread Sant the Ant in Darwin 

complete Sant the Ant in Darwin Activities 2 (worksheet) 

I hope you all have a great week. If you have any questions, please send them 

through to me on Seesaw. Mr Riley ☺ 

 

  



a. 

b. 

c. 

a. 

b. 

Sleepy Sal Activities 

Questions 

Answer yes or no to the following questions. 

1. Does Sal sleep on the cold floor?  

2. Can Sal Sleep if it is hot? 

3. Does Sal sleep in her soup? 

4. Can Sal sleep and walk at the same time?  

5. Is Sleepy Sal scared of the snowman?  

Vocabulary 

Colour the word that matches the picture. 

                                                                                           Word Shapes 

                                                                                            Choose words from the box to 

                                                                                            match the word shapes.    

    

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 



Mike’s Pizza Activities 

Questions 

1. Who asked to have pizza for dinner? 

a. Mike b. Meg c. Dad 

2. Dad did not want 

a. beef.  b. ham. c. bacon. 

3. Mum said, 

a. “I will make the drinks.” b. “I will set the table.” c. “I will order the pizza.” 

 

4. Who was happy with Mike’s choice? _____________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

5. Why didn’t Rover tell Mike he didn’t like chicken? 

 

Vocabulary  The words in the box come from the text. Write the word that matched 

the picture. 

 

 

 

 

 

a. He wasn’t in the room 

all the time. 

b. He is a dog and can not 

speak. 

c. He thought Mike would 

order beef pizza. 

pizza               table               drinks               dinner               bacon 



Going to the Football Activities 

Questions 

1. The night was 

a. hot and steamy. b. warm and dry. c. cold and rainy. 

2. What did Dad get his son to eat? 

a. a hot dog with sauce b. a hot dog with cheese c. a hot dog with chilli 

3. What happened before the game? _______________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

4. Who gave the boy a high five? __________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

5. What may have stopped them sitting on the hill? 

a. It was raining and the ground was wet. b. Standing was more comfortable. 

 

Vocabulary  Choose a word from the box to finish the sentence. 

hot               cheese               fire               field               team 

 

6. The teams ran onto the ___________________________. 

7. My ___________________________ won the game. 

8. I ate a hot dog with ___________________________. 

Phonics  Add et to make words. Write them and say them.  

9. j  __ __              10. p __ __                11. n __ __    

12. l __ __            13. m __ __               14. s __ __    



Sant the Ant in Darwin Activities 1 

Questions 

1. Sant was sitting on a  

a. log b. box c. chair 

 

2. A forklift lifted the box onto a  

a. trailer b. table c. shelf 

 

3. Sant shouted 

a. “Help!” b. “I’m lost!” c. “Stop!” 

 

4. Do you think Sant was scared when the truck started up? ____________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

5. How do you think Sant felt when he got home? _____________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

6. What does the sound word ‘screech’ mean in the story? _____________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

nt words  Write the missing nt in each word. Say the words.  

 

 

 

 



Sant the Ant in Darwin Activities 2 

1. The author of the story is ______________________________________________ 

2. The illustrator of the story is ____________________________________________ 

3. Colour the best word for each character. 

a. Sant is  

b. The driver of the blue truck is  

c. Green ant is  

 

4. Write the parts of the plot. 

● beginning ___________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

● problem ____________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

● how the problem was solved ____________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

Alphabetical order  Write these words in alphabetical order.  

Darwin                    ant                     Sant                     truck                    forklift 

 

1. _______________________  2. _______________________   

3. _______________________  4. _______________________  

5. _______________________  

imaginary real 

imaginary real 

imaginary real 


